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MCH MINIDUMPER
H600CM POWER

CARRIES WITH SELF-
LOADING CONCRETE

MIXER 600 Kg 
        

   

Product price:  

8.815,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

MCH MINIDUMPER H600CM POWER CARRIES WITH SELF-LOADING CONCRETE MIXER
600 Kg 

MCH MINIDUMPER H600CM power carries is equipped with Honda GX270 engine with gasoline
feeded, with a load capacity up to 600Kg.

MCH MINIDUMPER H600CM is ideal for use by construction workers, thanks in part to the
incredible convenience of hydraulic tipping of the concrete mixer. Thanks to this feature, the
loading and unloading of the power carries becomes very comfortable, in addition to prevent
injuries given by these maneuvers.

They are distinguished by the powerful Honda GX270 9 HP engine with self-winding or electric
start, a group 2 pump of high capacity with a three-way flow divider that allows the simultaneous
use of several functions. The included quick couplers and support stand allow for quick and easy
accessory changes.

MCH H600CM is an extremely powerful and compact machine for construction and renovation
work. The MCH MINIDUMPER H600CM is equipped with dual speed allowing for quick
movements around the job site and the ability to be equipped with a variety of attachments
making it very versatile. The included quick couplers and support stand allow for quick and easy
accessory changes.

The MCH MINIDUMPER H600CM is equipped with a self-loading shovel, with which you can load
and move, without any effort, materials of various kinds, in the construction field. The hydraulic
self-loading shovel makes your work easier, make the transport of heavy materials simpler and
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safer, moreover, in reducing the possibility of accidents at work.

TECHNICAL FEATURES MCH MINIDUMPER H600CM

Engine: Honda GX270
Displacement: 270 cc
Power: 6.6 KW
Fuel supply: Gasoline
Transmission: Hydrostatic
Max. forward speed 2 Speed: 2 km/h / 3,6 km/h
Hydraulic motors type: Orbital
Motor cylinder. Hydraulic: 250 cc
Pump type: Single group 2 + Triple divider
Displacement: Fixed
Maximum pressure: 180 bar
Operating pressure: 150 bar
Pump capacity: 10,5 cc
Hydraulic oil tank: 14 lt
Dump truck capacity: 0,21 m2
Overturning: Hydraulic
Safety system: Overcenter
Maximum slope allowed: 30%
Flat load capacity: 600 kg
Slope load capacity: 350 kg
Rubber tracks (mm) : 180 x 60 x 38
Width: 1500 mm
Depth: 1240 mm
Height: 833 mm
Net weight: 425 kg
Gross weight: 465 kg

Looking for a product with different technical characteristics? Here you can find the full range of
power carries from MCH or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Fuel: Gasoline
Engine: Honda GX270
Engine rpm (rpm): 3600
Length (mm): 1500
Width (mm): 1240
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Height (mm): 833
Dry weight (Kg): 425
Capacità di carico in piano (Kg): 600
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